The World is Getting Better, Not Worse - We Are Winning & Staying Positive
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Constantly in the enemy media you will be told again and again that the world is going "bad" and everything is going "to worse".

As they do everything that makes this "worse" and set the stage of preconditions for this "worse" to manifest, then they keep telling you, then they do all the same again and again, becoming the cause and the effect of what they "report" to you.

In general, the reason the enemy does this is because the human brain is conditioned to look for dangers as it's necessary for survival. In simple terms, this generates profit for them, as they profit from negative news.

Christianity also is solely built upon the catastrophic and "end of times" nonsense it too purported, because this type of material activates fear in human beings, which shuts down rationality and thought.

Since, they follow the same methodology of using fear again and again.

Social media must be detoxed from, as it destroys the mind and is the first primary cause of depression and causing confusion on most levels of human thought. Emotional ruin related to social media has also cemented itself into a whole field of psychological study by now.

For this reason, Social Media, News and every other lizard controlled media is designed specifically around giving everyone bad news on all times. Not "good news and bad news", but bad news. If you check your TV, the ratio is always 9 negative and 1 positive news. This is the level of information control.

The enemy also exercises financial control, which is the control of incentives inside a civilization. Through controlling the incentives, they control human behavior, and they are at liberty to include or exclude many humans from doing worthwhile tasks and getting rewarded for this.

Then, the enemy brands people as "useless eaters" and they orchestrate a supposed genocide of them all and so on. That is only used as a mask for their own hatred against people and nothing else.

Lastly, the enemy exercises spiritual control, which is the main place of where we are ruining them for now. This is the highest level of control and has to do
with the spiritual sub-strata of what is operating inside the collective spirit of humanity.

All of the above, creates a situation where they control the world and they are enforcing an alien lizardine human hating agenda, that is supposed to lower and vilify humanity as much as possible, turning humans into beasts of burden and disallowing them from reaching their highest potential.

We are being forced into many lies and these lies arise from the side of the enemy. The enemy, an original human and world hater, constantly purports falsely that the world is evil, materiality is evil, life is to be sought in the afterlife, that humanity is vermin WITHOUT any salvation and so on.

To this, they also give a fake solution to make matters worse such as faith into irrelevant nonsense that again has to do with them lying to people, ie Christianity or Islam.

When Satan and the Gods created humanity, they created us with the brightest plans and ideas in mind. Humanity has problems now but is an unfinished work.

When we were created, we were also handed specific spiritual knowledge [provided by JoS and more will be provided] to advance forward as a species and evolve internally as we were put to evolve externally.

The enemy's invasion removed this knowledge and therefore humanity sank, and fell under the rules of the universe which deal with mass entropy.

This tendency to destruction is inborne in the "natural world", yet it is also true that the natural world is infinite and infinity occurs through re-creation, rebirth and reincarnation.

In short, it is a lie that this world is headed to annihilation, that is half the Truth and therefore it is a lie. Rather, our world is headed through completion. We human beings even if smaller creatures on the scale of evolved entities, we are too part of this evolutionary process for ourselves and others.

The enemy has also carefully created a system to collapse humanity based on this:

1. Making sure less evolved cultures evolve rapidly. These, they destine for poor slavery.
2. Making sure more advanced cultures deteriorate or die off, or people are castrated, depressed and life is unlivable there psychologically.
3. Making sure through the above they farm humanity and herd it until they succeed into other alien ends.
The above is what eventually causes civilization collapse and has caused the same process in many past eras and centuries of humanity, all because of greed and inferiorized thinking which is created and perpetuated by the enemy.

No matter what the enemy tries to do, the plan of the Gods which is to create a vibrant and healthy humanity that will expand in the world and the universe is going to happen anyway. How long we will have to labor or suffer through this is up to us to a major extent.

For one, humanity must permanently deny the conception that the world is "Evil". The world is most beautiful, most gracious, eternal, and based on the feminine manifestation of the Godhead, ie, mother nature. We are part of this infinity. The Gods have made us to be able to reincarnate again and again, with the ability to have an immortal soul and infinite faculty if so we choose to train it.

With the above, we were tasked to use this power and ability to help ourselves, others and the universe reach its own fulfillment. The universe itself is also a construct in which beings are evolving towards a given final end of deification. The universe is infinite and multi-layered.

No Satanist must ever adopt this nonsensical thought that the world is going "to worse". This brings forth a manifestation of this situation in one's personal life and misuse of your own perception power or falling into your own toxicity will create your own end, which will be nobody else's fault.

Any issues or exposures we do to the enemy on the board have to do for information and to show us that the battle is progressing, or rather, we are winning it slowly and piece by piece. By being aware of danger and wins against it, we become motivated, or get our act together to be better human beings.

Anyone who also has contact with the Gods in reality, knows the Gods are calm, content and very much in control of everything. Humanity is simply undergoing a flu right now.

Flus have ups and downs and on some occasions can be terrible, one feels terrible. Certain flus can make one even feel like one is about to die. In regards to the body and its realistic situation, it's just a little flu among the many problems the body faces on the daily, and often times it is in no way as dangerous as perceived by the painful and shaking limbs of the human mind.

If you want to always be obsessed over the flu or be a defeatist, then you will pay the price of your own mental damnation over something unreal. This gives them power over you.
In other words, one must focus on the power of the Gods and not on what is falsely projected by the enemy. The choice of focus here is important.

The perception of victory, progress and empowerment will manifest the same in your life.

If you use your mental power and capacity foolishly, and you mistreat the power you receive, your life will become a twilight of misery by your own hand and making, which you will later on attempt to justify over the farts of rainbow man or "the enemy".

As far as the real situation is ongoing with the enemy, the battle is taking place, yes. Yet it's all proceeding as it should. News and information must be shared here so that we remain aware of why we do what we do, and become motivated to win over them.

The above has to do with counteracting negativity and is necessary to be positive, a necessary aspect in life to defeat the adversity of the negative.

Focus on the positive, and keep winning.
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